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Abstract 

Materials that occur in nature commonly consist of complex architectures arranged in a hierarchy 

that can be observed at different length scales. However, the design of hierarchical materials is 

often challenging due to the enormous size of their design space. In this paper, we sought to use a 

neural network (NN) to identify optimal arrangements of four different constituents in a tape spring 

to be used as snapping mechanisms in phase transforming cellular material that can dissipate 

energy. Training data for the neural network was generated by running finite element simulations 

in which tapes (whose topologies were generated via a brute force algorithm) were bent under 

quasi-static conditions, from which the moment-angle plots were obtained and the energy 

dissipated calculated. With the results from finite element analysis, the top half of the simulated 

tapes were labeled as “good” topologies with a 1, the rest were labeled as “bad” topologies with a 

0. After training, it is expected that the neural network will be able to discern between a good and 

bad tape spring ligament topology. The weights used in the neural network will be used to study 

important features in the good tapes versus the bad tapes. Afterwards, the top performing tapes 

will be fabricated for quasi-static experimental validation using 4-point bending. 

Introduction 

Hierarchical architectures are made up of different structural levels (at different length 

scales) consisting of a unique arrangement of simple constituents, acting as building blocks, that 

satisfy a local demand for certain mechanical properties. One structural level functions as a 

constituent of the next level in the hierarchy and so on, resulting in materials that can exhibit 

unique mechanical properties (i.e. different from those of the composing constituents) [1]. 

However, the design of hierarchical materials is often challenging due to the enormous size of their 

design space. For example, in a single structural level, the number of constituent combinations can 

reach upwards to three orders of magnitude. Furthermore, the number of possible combinations 

increases exponentially from one structural level to the next.  

Here we consider the hexachiral phase transforming cellular material (H-PXCM) shown in 

Figure 1a as the hierarchical structure of interest. Here the H-PXCM material is the structural level 

with the largest length scale (Fig 1a). The second structural level is the H-PXCM unit cell (Fig 1b, 

red dashed box in Fig 1a) which is at a smaller length scale than the H-PXCM material and 

represents a periodic representative volume element of the H-PXCM material. The third structural 

level is the tape spring ligament (Fig 1c). The H-PXCM has the capability of dissipating energy 

and exhibiting phase transformations under quasi-static loading conditions. Figure 1d shows an 

Ashby plot comparing ability of the H-PXCM to dissipate energy to that of other architectured 

materials, which shows that the H-PXCM to be competitive with other materials, but is not 

dominant over them. [2] 
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Figure 1. (a-c) The H-PXCM broken down into structures that can be found at different length scales (Which 

collectively comprise the hierarchy of the H-PXCM). (a) Displays the H-PXCM material with tape spring ligaments 

shown in yellow. The red dashed box signifies the location and structure of the periodic unit cell of the H-PXCM. 

The H-PXCM material occurs at the largest length scale in the hierarchy and represents the first structural level. 

(b) A close up of the H-PXCM unit cell with tape springs shown in yellow. The H-PXCM unit cell occurs at a 

smaller length scale than the H-PXCM material and represents the second structural level. (c) The tape spring 

ligament, which acts as the snapping mechanism in the H-PXCM, which allows for energy dissipation and phase 

transformation at the H-PXCM structural level. The tape spring ligament is considered here as the third structural 

level, since this structure occurs at a length scale smaller than that of the H-PXCM material and the H-PXCM unit 

cell.  (d) The Ashby plot comparing the energy dissipation of the H-PXCM to that of other architectured materials 

as a function of the work conjugate plateau stress (i.e. the stress required to dissipate the corresponding amount of 

energy). [2] 
 

In an attempt to improve upon the H-PXCM’s location on the Ashby plot (i.e. increase its 

energy absorption for a lower applied stress) we propose to add a fourth structural level to the H-

PXCM, by fabricating the tape spring ligaments with 4 different constituents (Figure 2). These 

four different constituents differ by the orientation of circular serrations that can be found on them 

and are labeled cell 0, cell 1, cell 2, and cell 3. The cell 0 constituent (Fig 2) had no circular 
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serration. The cell 1 constituent (Fig 2) had a circular serration that ran along its length and was 

positioned in the middle of the curvature of the cell. The cell 2 constituent (Fig 2) had a circular 

serration that ran along the curvature of the cell and was positioned at the midpoint of the cell’s 

length. The cell 3 constituent (Fig 2) had 2 circular serrations that met at the middle of the cell 

(forming a cross). Using a brute force algorithm every single possible topology of a tape spring 

partitioned into a 10 x 10 grid of these constituents were found. However, to decrease the total 

number of topologies in this design space, the research group considered that the tapes would be 

symmetric along their length, constraining the design space to 5 x 10 grid of topologies containing 

the 4 different constituent cells shown in Fig 2. Additionally, the research group assumed 

continuity meaning that the serrations (or veins) run continuously along and across the tape spring 

ligaments. 

 
Figure 2. Here we see a tape partitioned into a 10 x 10 grid of our four different constituents. Here symmetry was 

not considered. The cell 1 constituent (Fig 2) had a circular serration that ran along its length and was positioned 

in the middle of the curvature of the cell. The cell 2 constituent (Fig 2) had a circular serration that ran along the 

curvature of the cell and was positioned at the midpoint of the cell’s length. The cell 3 constituent (Fig 2) had 2 

circular serrations that met at the middle of the cell (forming a cross). 
 

An interesting observation that was made with these tapes (composed of the four different 

constituents shown in figure 2 has to do with the tape spring ligament’s ability to exhibit hysteresis 

after cyclic bending. For a tape spring ligament, composed of only Cell 0 constituents (Fig 2) such 

that it has no serrations running along its length and/or curvature, ligament can only exhibit snap-
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through (characterized by a sudden drop in bending moment applied to the tape) and energy 

dissipation when it is bent in the opposite sense of its curvature (Fig 3b). When a tape with no 

serrations is bent in the same sense as its curvature, no snap-through is observed and thus no energy 

is dissipated (Fig 3a). The moment-angle plot is shown for same and opposite sense bending of a 

tape spring with no serrations is shown in Fig 3c. However, upon introduction of serrations, by 

composing the tape with each of the cell constituents (shown in Fig 2), the tape can now exhibit 

snap-through and thus energy dissipation for both same and opposite sense bending. Figure 3d 

shows an example topology (made of the four cell constituents) under same-sense bending and its 

corresponding moment-angle curve, which exhibits both snap-through and hysteresis (indicative 

of energy dissipation).  

 
Figure 3.  

 

 In this work, the research group sought to understand patterns in which the 4 cell 

constituents could be placed into a 10x10 grid to create the tape to be simulated such that energy 

dissipation could be optimized. Here, the research group is not considering effects due to plasticity. 

To analyze these patterns, a brute force algorithm was used to obtain every possible topology of a 

tape spring ligament partitioned into a 5 x 10 grid of the 4 cell constituents while maintaining 

continuity (i.e. the serrations run continuously along the tapes length and curvature and assuming 

symmetry. The tool created during this 10 week research period is designed to assist whith the 

generation of training data for the neural network by generating all of these topologies and is 

explained more clearly in the proceeding sections. 
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The Tool 

The purpose of the tool is to aid on generating data suitable for training and testing of the 

neural network in order to find optimal topologies of the tape spring ligament in H-PXCM’s. The 

tool helps diversify the data by solving the issue of randomly generating ligament topologies 

producing repetitive data sets. This tool was made during the 10-week timeframe and is only the 

first part of the long term goal of implementing a fully pledged tool capable of optimizing an 

architectured material in nanoHUB.org. 

The tool outputs 8 text files containing all the unique topologies represented as matrices 

(Fig4). The text files are divided in 8 because of how large the files can get depending on the 

dimensions of the structure. The algorithm behind the tool, which is written in MatLab, generates 

all the possible arrangement of the first row and then assembles the rest of the pieces 

systematically. It filters the compatible pieces from a pool that contains every single unique 

arrangement. Once an assembly is finished, it is stored in to an array that is then printed in to the 

text files. 

The data provided by the tool can be utilized to run Finite Element Model (FEM) 

simulations on the user’s material to generate training data. FEM’s can be assembled using these 

matrices by assigning the indices to the user’s constituents. In this research, the pieces are the four 

constituents in Figure 2. Because the topologies are systematically generated and is completely 

unique from each other, the mechanical data gathered from the simulations will have better variety 

and distribution. This is the goal of the tool, to generate abundant high quality data sets for training 

and testing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Here we see a top view of the tape spring ligament. The matrix representations have numbers that correspond 

to the pieces in Figure 2. Notice how the algorithm takes in to account continuity and does not work like a traditional 

permutation algorithm. 
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Utilizing Matlab algorithms in Python 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A.) Generating a python package is explained in depth in the following link: 

https://www.mathworks.com/help/compiler_sdk/gs/create-a-python-application-with-

matlab-code.html 

B.) Python imports packages by searching the directories listed in sys.path. In our python 

application, we append the packages’ directories to sys.path via  

 

sys.path.append(os.path.join(os.getcwd(), 'generalASSEMBLY')) 

sys.path.append(os.path.join(os.getcwd(), 'showASSEMBLY')) 

 

wherein, generalASSEMBY and showASSEMBLY are the packages placed inside our 

project directory. 

C.) To import the packages, we simply use the import keyword 

 

import generalASSEMBLY, showASSEMBLY 

 

The package’s readme file contains incomplete documentation on invoking the matlab 

function in a python application. The script __init__.py found inside the python package, 

contains a quote that provides instructions on initializing the package to get a handle on 

which any of the functions can be executed.  

 

# handle for the generalASSEMBLY MATLAB function  

general_handle = generalASSEMBLY.initialize()  

# handle for the showASSEMBLY MATLAB function  

show_handle = showASSEMBLY.initialize() 

 

D.) From the handle, invoke the matlab functions 

 

show_handle.showASSEMBLY( permutations, topology_number.value, width_value, 

height_value, images_dir, nargout=0 ) 

general_handle.generalASSEMBLY(width.value, height.value) 

 

Generate python package from 

matlab functions 

Import packages and call initialize 

method to receive handle 

Call matlab function from received 

handle 

Specify python package directory in 

python 

https://www.mathworks.com/help/compiler_sdk/gs/create-a-python-application-with-matlab-code.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/compiler_sdk/gs/create-a-python-application-with-matlab-code.html
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User Guide 
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